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Relaxation of Restrictions on Access to Komaba I Campus

First of all, thank you all for your continued cooperation with measures to prevent coronavirus infections.

In light of the current infection and vaccination trends at UTokyo and throughout Japan, restrictions on access to the Komaba I Campus are being relaxed as described below.

These measures do not mean, however, that we are reducing our vigilance against this virus, including the possibility of a sixth wave of infections in Japan and the potential threat posed by the Omicron variant. We are merely relaxing restrictions on campus operations while maintaining the same stage level of precautions. These relaxation measures are provisional, and restrictions on campus entry might have to be reimposed as the infection situation evolves.

Starting date of relaxation of access restrictions: Monday, December 13, 2021

Details of access relaxation measures
1. Lifting of restrictions on entry through all campus gates
   • As a rule, anyone is now allowed to enter campus (excluding buildings), including people not affiliated with UTokyo.
• All of the campus gates will be open, including those not staffed by security personnel. However, on a trial basis, the gates other than the Main Gate will be open only for certain time periods. People entering through any of the gates, including the Main Gate, will not be required to display an entry pass, Health Management Report Form, or other documents.
• Please continue to wear a mask on campus. We also recommend that you use the COVID-19 Contact-Confirming Application (COCOA) smartphone app provided by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare.

2. Entrance to and Use of Buildings and Other Facilities
• As a rule, entrance to buildings is restricted to UTokyo students, faculty, and staff and to affiliated personnel.
• When entering buildings, please wear a mask and disinfect your hands. We also recommend that you check your temperature in advance.
• Policies on entrance to the libraries, museum, shops, and other facilities normally open to the general public will be decided by the personnel in charge of those facilities.

3. Other Matters
• Once again, please wear a mask when on campus and avoid activities that might increase the risk of infection.
• Continue to manage your own health on a daily basis and do not come to campus if you have a fever or are unwell. We recommend that you continue to monitor your health status by entering it into the Health Management Report site.
• If you become infected with COVID-19, come into close contact with someone who has been infected, or believe you might have become infected (even if you have no symptoms or the diagnosis is inconclusive), report your health status through the Health Management Report Form.

The details are on the following site:
https://select-type.com/rsv/?id=kDRuRchp5I4